
 

 

 

 art1 art2 painting pottery/sculpture 

20 Days study of line drawing, learning to 
draw from the eyes not from the 

brain,shapes, hatching, cross 
hatching 

advanced techniques of shading and 
line drawing. 

painting from a photo any media and 
subject 

creating a vase shape using potters 
wheel 

 
build outside and internal armature 

for sculpture 

20 Days shading, learning to create an 
illusion of a three dimensional 
surface on a two dimensional 

surface 

 

advanced color drawing using 
prismacolor pencils and/or 
scratchboard as a medium. 

painting from a photo 
any media and subject 

 
positive critique at the end of lesson 

creating a classic roman shaped 
water vessel 

 
rough sculpt shape onto the 

prepared armature. 

20 Days color theory , color wheel, learning 
to use color to create a finished 

work 

advanced watercolor painting 
techniques,wet on wet, and dry on wet 

techniques 

painting for emotion using color and 
subject to illicit an emotion from the 

viewer 
 

 

research historical and modern styles 
and create a vessel with handles 

 
add detail onto sculpture  

 

 

20 Days water color painting, learning to 
use WC to paint landscapes and 

blending colors in paint to achieve 
the desired results. 

advanced acrylic painting,drybrush, 
palette knife techniques 

painting for emotion using color and 
subject to illicit an emotion from the 

viewer 

 
critique will follow lesson 

create a vessel with non trad styles 
of texture on the vessel 

 
research and create life size 

armature 

20 Days acrylic painting, learning to use an 
opaque medium to create a 

finished work of art. 

advanced painting, oil paint 
techniques, building up glazes of paint 

to show depth 

wildlife painting, using realistic colors create a series of vessels that match 
in uniformity. 

 
add media to armature 

20 Days handbuilding pottery, learning to 
use pinch pot method of native 

American tribes to create 
functional pottery. 

intro to airbrush. learning how to use, 
clean, and care for an airbrush 

wildlife painting, using realistic colors 

 
critique will follow lesson 

create a vessel incorporating 
sculptural effects 

mix a new glaze from recipe 
detail and finish life-sized sculpture 



 

 

Type to enter text 

20 Days handbuilding, learning to use the 
coil method of primitive man 
worldwide to create finished 

functional pottery. 

silver smithing, learning to use the 
tools, and build,set and polish 

gemstones 

painting using non natural colors make a serving set, 4 cups, 4 
saucers,4 bowls,1 pitcher 

refine glaze technique 
 

research and begin sculpture of 
choice 

20 Days handbuilding,learning to use the 
modern method of slab building to 
create finished functional pottery. 

leather working, learning to use the 
leather tools, to stamp stitch and finish 

a work of art in leather 

painting using non natural colors 

 
critique will follow lesson 

use non traditional glaze techniques 
on a series of no less than 4 matching 

vessels 

 
work on sculpture 

20 Days sculpture,learning to incorporate 
the previously learned pottery 
techniques to create a lifelike 
sculpture using pottery clay. 

wheel throwing pottery, learning to 
use the wheels, and the techniques 

need to create a vessel using the 
potters wheel. 

painting using impasto techniques, 
learning to use a palette knife to mix 
colors and thick paint on the canvas 

to show movement . 

student choice of vessels, glaze and 
finish on no less than 5 vessels 

finish sculpture of choice 

 


